NOTES TO BUILDER AND PLUMBER

1. All meters must be accessible for reading and replacement. Any obstructions will be basis for termination of the water supply.

2. All water meters are marked with a flow directional arrow. Please ensure arrow corresponds with water flow.

3. Remove meter from service before soldering, heat and solder will damage the inner components of the water meter. An invoice will be forwarded for any damaged meters.

4. All meter sets must have a full port ball valve before and after as well as a by-pass with a full port ball valve as the drawing indicates.

5. Backflow preventers and pressure reducing valves must be installed after meter set.

6. Backflow preventer premise valves must be installed within 5m (10') of the water meter and enclosed piping in between these devices must be labeled “no connection permitted.”

7. 2" clearance above and 3" clearance in front of the water meter is mandatory.

8. 1 1/2" by-pass to be installed 2' above or beside the water meter on a horizontal line for an additional meter if an increase of water supply is needed.

9. By-pass to be no more than 4' off floor.

10. Meter set and by-pass to be rigid piping and supported.

11. The city will supply one 1 1/2" water meter, meter flanges, gaskets and nuts/bolts for meter set.

12. Water meter to be installed by the plumber.

13. All water meters must be installed on horizontal plane using the supplied meter flanges and gaskets. Double gaskets are required for both ends of meter. One gasket to enter top of flange and the other from the bottom of the flange of each end. No other material will be accepted.
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